
To Bear All Toil And Wake The Clear Nights Through 
 
 
Of the earth layered beneath  
the surfaces of our visible world— 
dirt under grass, river, concrete; 
the places I step in the morning 
out of bed, my skin imprinted  
with the blankets of my sleeping. 
Of a layer of blackened soil  
wet and smelling of groundwater; 
of silt, crawling with worms  
and legs of teeming centipedes… 
All things grow from darkness.  
Roots curl, cutting tunnels under  
stones. Grass strands dipped 
in mud like inkwells become  
fountain pens that sketch cross- 
sections of our bodies. They turn  
us into trees with the boughs  
 
lopped off, theirs an act  
of making. I slept beneath the earth,  
in blackness without a night lamp. 
My other self being away for a week, 
I was without window or starlight.  
And upon hearing of Maria’s  
departure from the physical world,  
couldn’t help myself from imagining  
an intruder entering my room: he  
stronger than I am and what recourse  
I would have taken from me.  
Or the ruin of my own volition, 
passed out, face up in vomit.  
I opted to sleep on my stomach, 
downed a glass of water, phantom- 
smelled my own decay, mused on 
who would find the body and when, pray. 
 
Of Maria’s failed liver 
at twenty-four, the same age I am  
now. I anticipate a whiplash feeling, 
nearly familiar as the others who’ve 
already departed this solid place— 
my friends and former bullies— 
when I pass her on my next birthday,  
and each after and each passing day, 



how she will be remembered. 
My mother reminds me that not long 
ago, Maria called the house, and  
asked for me. But I was at school  
or elsewhere, as I am now. Away.  
Still, she promised to come visit 
if she ever returned from Calgary… 
 
I watched a car going the wrong  
way down a one-way. The driver  
was smiling, his passengers  
unperturbed by his reckless shortcut.  
The bleating horn of the oncoming  
car was a trumpet call to the man  
carrying a child down Market Street.  
That’s how Maria came to me:  
her sister knocked up and kicked 
out of Sacred Heart at thirteen. 
We delighted in controversy, 
the unfairness of it— 
of our feminine possibilities. 
We wanted to write and sing.  
We wanted to move our bodies  
in rhythm with the music we heard,  
not made smaller by the weight  
of the sky bearing on our ribs,  
 
buried under buildings, pushed  
into earth. And we sang  
in my grandmother’s basement,  
where spiders tunneled into dirt,  
and dropped above our heads  
like messages lowered on a string,  
their webs turned taciturn. Maria  
danced beside me in the cellar,  
cool under the topsoil, windows 
cutting off roots from sky. We ate 
cucumber and chip sandwiches. 
We watched MuchMusic videos: 
the sway of women’s bodies, of  
Ashanti, of Lisa Left Eye. Traded  
my grandma’s Valentine’s Day 
chocolate for Maria’s blue lollipop,  
 
preferring the sucker to the heart shape.  
Music came from us on  
borrowed instruments. She  
was on saxophone. I was on flute. 



We played tentative notes, our  
melodies on-loan, woodwinds  
in need of tune-ups, her reeds  
squeaking. I was quick to untwist  
feet from my body, undo body  
from neck. I laid my silver metal  
lips to rest and closed the hinges  
of my case. But Maria polished  
her brass like a child with a cloth, 
pressing the fabric against her body  
as though her fingers’ touch alone  
could erase the scratches to shine  
the discarded instrument— 
as if song would pour out from  
the self-made mirror in her hands. 
 


